CIA JURY BOARD MINUTES 2014.
Meeting at Maison du Sport, Lausanne, Switzerland. Wednesday March 19, 2014.

Jury Board 2013: Hans Åkerstedt, SWE, Garry Lockyer, CAN, Jean Claude Weber, LUX
Sandor Hidas, HUN sent apologies for not being able to attend

1. Review of minutes of last meeting.
No remaining items

2. Selection of event juries 2014. Also see appendix to Jury Board minutes 2014
21st Worlds, Rio Claro. 18-27 July. Mark Sullivan, Thomas Fink and Claude Weber
Gordon Bennett, Vichy. 28/8-6/9. Hans Åkerstedt, Johann Fürstner and Lindsay Muir
2nd Junior Worlds, Vichy. 31/8-6/9. Garry Lockyer, Johann Fürstner and Lindsay Muir
1st Woman Worlds, Leszno. 8-3 Sept Bengt Stener, Moniek vande Velde, Zoltan Palhegyi
2014 Tochigi. 18-23 November. John Davis, Tomasz Kuchinski and Ruth Wilson
Note that Gordon Bennett and Junior Worlds have different Jury Presidents but share members. Discussion about how many jurors needed to handle two events held concurrently in one location at the same time. The decision was that 4 is a minimum with each having a separate President.

Note that the Jury Handbook is not a rulebook. It contain recommendations and guidelines on how to apply the rules in the Sporting Codes and the Event Rules.
Updates 2014: Final entry list and final results to be sent to FAI within 24 hours
At least 2 pictures from the awards ceremony to FAI within 24 hours
Jury president shall report No-Shows to CIA president for further reporting

4. New
Upgrade to Intermediate Lindsay Muir, GBR
New, Intermediate level: Hiromori Soejima, JPN, Jaroslav Baran, SVK,
New, Entry level: Gérard Grangé, FRA and Maury Sullivan, USA
Ruth Wilson, AUS encouraged to get experience in protest hearing and Gren Putland, AUS may make a retest within three weeks for upgrade to intermediate level

5. Jury reports
2013 Cat 1 Events Report Event Debriefing Protests
COUPE D'EUROPE, Mainfonds, France Yes No time None
Jury remarks: Info about locations to be given before the event.
Complaint about targets sometimes far from coordinates given.
Anthem not played, equipment failure.
57th COUPE GORDON BENNETT, Nancy, France Yes Yes None
Jury remarks. Entry procedure, Logistics at Launch, Protocol
18th EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP, Wloclawek, Poland Yes Yes None
Jury remarks: One No-Show, late invitation, no payment by credit card, poor website, logistic problems, poor briefing facilities
2013 TOCHIGI HAB Int. Championship, Tochigi, Japan Yes Yes None
Jury remarks: Rule 13.3.5 changed,
OTHER
Tula, Russia: Scoring mistake discovered after event. Affecting 2nd and 3rd places.
This was corrected by the pilots involved by switching medals.
Danish Championship: Missing rule about landing in Red PZ
Belgian Championship: Question about right to be present at protest hearings

6. Action on recommendations in Jury Reports
Publication of Jury Reports on web. Missing report summaries will be published on the web together with the summary of 2013 reports.
Jury reports and event debriefing reports were received from all 4 Cat 1 events 2013. Brief reports also received from some national events.
A summary of the reports was sent to all relevant CIA subcommittees, working groups for action and to 2013 event directors and event jury chairmen for information.
The summary will be sent to all jurors together with the jury board minutes.
7. Changes in rules
   FAI Statutes 2014: Small changes but not affecting CIA.
   FAI By-laws 2014: Republished without any change.
   Sporting Code, General section: Chapter 7, Measurements completely revised and now acceptable to CIA. Glossary revised.
   The whole General section will be updated during 2014. Many rules applicable only to a few Air Sports will be removed. When they are moved to the special sections, the GS will become effective 2016.
   Sporting Code Section 1 and MER will be revised during this CIA meeting.

8. Any other matter
   The Jury Board keep a NO SHOW register that Event Directors, EDS and CIA delegates should be aware of.
   The jury tests for Entry and Intermediate levels have been updated. Update of test for Senior level and BX qualification is in progress.
   When General Section is updated, the Jury Board will publish a refresher test.

9. Proposals. See discussion on CIA Forum
   Entry level jurors can now serve at any event.
   Procedures for identification and reporting of No-Show changed. Jury to report to CIA President.
   Review of procedures for jurors off site. No change.

10. Jury Board 2014
    Proposal from Jury Board
    Chairman: Hans Åkerstedt, SWE
    Members. Jean Claude Weber, LUX, Garry Lockyer, CAN and Sandor Hidas, HUN:

    March 20, 2014
    Hans Åkerstedt, Jury Board Chairman